
Boards of directors are too often kept in the dark about 
the security risks to their organizations.

That’s what the Ponemon Institute discovered last June when they surveyed members of the 
board of directors and IT security experts from the same companies. The Ponemon researchers 
found that 30 percent of directors ¹acknowledge that they don’t understand the risks that their 
organization faces in security matters. Yet more than half of the IT security experts believe that 
the directors who sit on the boards of their companies don’t understand the security environment 
that they are working in, or the risks it represents.

This is a big deal, considering how many data breaches companies have seen. Some 90 percent 
of large companies suffered a cyberattack, according to Kaspersky Lab’s 2015 report.² The finger 
of blame for breaches is often pointed at malicious outsiders, cybercriminals who are intent on 
gathering information through malware and theft.

When people in an organization fail to recognize basic security threats and how they can affect 
the organization, things can get costly pretty quickly. Cybercrime is expected to reach $2 trillion³ 
in corporate losses by 2019. Those losses may be the result of simple mistakes that lead to data 
breaches — an assistant who clicks on a link in a phishing email, a salesperson who leaves his 
smartphone in a coffee shop, or a board member who opens a malicious attachment sent via a 
spoofed email account. Without solid security education and training, everyone within an organization 
puts their company in jeopardy of a data breach and its fallout, which includes costly fines and 
often a reputation hit. However, to improve an organization’s security IQ, everyone needs to have 
a better understanding of where the risks are and what can be done to eliminate potential threats.
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the corporation. This could lead to malware downloads, theft 
of personally identifiable information, leaks of corporate data 
or loss of reputation.

Multiple Devices

A Citrix report ⁸stated that the average employee uses at least 
three devices to connect to the corporate network. This 
matches a GlobalWebIndex study ⁹that found that the typical 
person uses three devices and that number goes up with 
income levels. Based on this, it is safe to say that most board 
members own at least four devices. More than 60 percent 
will be connecting to the network outside of the office. The 
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) movement allows companies 
to spend less on these devices, but it also means that IT has 
less control over the software, security practices and overall 
access. Expect the security concerns around these devices 
to get worse. According to research firm Gartner,10 more than 
6 billion devices will be connected to the Internet in 2016. 
Employees could potentially connect a wide range of devices 
to a company’s Wi-Fi network, and due to vulnerabilities in 
the operating systems of many of these devices, businesses 
could fall victim to security risks and backdoor hacks.

Emerging Technologies

Every new technology advancement will eventually become 
a target for hackers and other malicious actors, and that means 
the technology board members use could put them, and 
potentially the organization, at increased risk. Security experts 
agree that smart cars, smart buildings and the latest in wearable 
devices can be — and will be — attacked sooner or later, 
according to ZDNet.11 Even if emerging technology isn’t directly 
connected to your business’s data centers, the new tech can 
allow access to the company in other ways. A hacked building 
security system can open the doors for thieves, which 
researchers at the University of Michigan 12proved when they 
were able to hack into a smart home security system.

THE RISKS

Insiders

The biggest security threat to any company is the people 
who have direct access to the network and sensitive data, 
according to a number of studies such as the Verizon Data 
Breach Report 2016 ⁴and security monitoring firm Spiceworks’ 
“Battling the Big Network Security Hack” ⁵report.

Insider threats come in a variety of ways, but often, these 
actions are not purposely malicious. Yet, whether malicious 
or not, these actions still lead to serious security events. 
Sometimes, it’s as simple as losing unlocked devices or using 
devices that lack data-wipe software, or plugging unverified 
storage devices into a computer. Even in a large corporation, 
all it takes is one bad action, one single click, to cause millions 
in damage, and cost millions to recover from.

A Thomson Reuters survey⁶ found that board members create 
a variety of security risks. For example, more than half of 
board members continue to print and carry board documents, 
which could get lost or misplaced. This puts sensitive 
corporate data at risk of being found and compromised by 
those outside of the organization.

Social Media

Social networking is a double-edged sword. On the one 
hand, it allows corporations to reach their audiences in real 
time and with targeted messaging. It also allows quick and 
easy communication between company and client. 

But social media can also be the source of cybersecurity 
nightmares. According to a report by IFSEC Global,⁷ an online 
community for the security industry, the majority of IT and IT 
security professionals found that social media in the workplace 
creates a serious risk, but very few organizations are 
addressing the threat. Your company’s social media account 
could be hijacked and used to launch social engineered 
attacks meant to scam customers and anyone affiliated with 
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based on its coding, with more than 1,500 malware families 
identified as recently as fall 2015, according to the trade 
publication Help Net Security. 16Some of the most popular 
malware families are Conficker, Sality and Cutwail. Once in 
the system, every strain of malware has a particular role to 
play. Some target financial records or other types of data, 
others are designed to make your system inoperable, and still 
more may turn your machine into a bot, sending out spam.

No one is immune to malware attacks, and board members 
may be at even greater risk because they may be connected 
to multiple organizations. Malicious actors use a wide variety 
of attacks to infect your system with malware. These  
attacks include:

 ◃ Phishing attacks mimic legitimate communications in order 
to fool the email recipient into clicking on a bad link or 
opening a malware-loaded attachment. They come in a 
variety of formats, according to security company Tripwire.17 
The average phishing email is sent randomly in hopes that 
someone will take the bait. Spear phishing attacks are 
more directly targeted to specific people and often appear 
to come from trusted sources sharing legitimate work-
related documents. Whaling takes spear phishing to a 
higher level, targeting executives, top-level personnel, and 
high-profile individuals like celebrities and politicians. 
Whaling emails are highly personalized and difficult  
to detect.

 ◃ Distributed denial of service attacks do exactly as the 
name implies; they are meant to deny service to the 
network. DDoS attacks, as defined by the Department of 
Homeland Security, are a favorite attack method of 
hacktivist organizations like Anonymous, which shut down 
websites in order to make a political statement or protest.

 ◃ Advanced persistent threat is a corporation’s worst 
nightmare. The goal of the APT is to steal as much 
information as possible, according to an article published 
in the journal Network Security.18 A hacker, usually part of 
a cybercriminal ring, infiltrates the network and remains 
undetected for long periods of time. This gives the hacker 

User Authentication

User authentication systems, such as using a password, are 
supposed to safeguard data and accounts, but stolen 
passwords are also a gold mine for data thieves. It isn’t just 
the passwords themselves that are valuable, a Trend Micro 
report 13found, but how access to these accounts can have 
a deeper security impact, as a board member for Shipley 
Energy14 discovered when a hacker mined her email and 
computer after gaining access to her password. Having a 
single password/username combination makes that mining 
work simple for cybercriminals. By not enforcing the company-
wide — and that includes boards of directors — use of multi-
factor authentication systems, entry into the network by 
unauthorized users is easy.

Third-Party Vendors

Third-party vendors were to blame for some of the                  
highest-profile breaches of the past few years. Target may 
be the most infamous example, as its breach was caused 
through security mistakes made by an HVAC contractor. As 
MacDonnell Ulsch pointed out in TechTarget, 15third-party 
vendors are often trusted “quasi-insiders,” which gives them 
a large amount of insider access without the same level of 
security controls as regular insiders.

“This is why third-party management and service-level 
agreements (SLAs) are so critical in the management of risk,” 
Ulsch wrote.

Of course, many third-party vendors do take these risks 
seriously, keeping clients’ security needs in mind at all times. 
Quality third-party vendors tend to be open and willing to 
discuss a client’s security needs, and to work together with 
the client to ensure networks are safe and all concerns  
are addressed.

TYPES OF ATTACKS

Malware

Malware is the comprehensive term for the most common 
and most familiar cyber threats, such as viruses, Trojans, 
worms or ransomware. Malware often comes in families, 
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Although it has been around for a long time, ransomware’s 
popularity is attributed to several different reasons: payments 
are made anonymously, usually through Bitcoin or other online 
currencies; the exploit kits are readily available and hackers 
don’t need to constantly develop new malware to be effective; 
and it is a quick attack-and-reward system.

PREVENTION AND PROTECTION

Prevention and protection means committing to security best 
practices like conducting regular penetration testing, instituting 
security policies, immediately updating and patching software, 
and regulating the devices connecting to the network. In 
addition, security experts suggest the following:

Education

Providing all employees with mandatory security training is 
essential. Everyone who accesses the network must 
understand the cybersecurity risks and prevention tactics. 
Education should include:

 ◃ Regular communication, such as weekly or monthly security 
tips, regarding the latest threats, and what expectations 
are regarding security.

 ◃ Regular hands-on training. There are online cybersecurity 
modules available for monthly or quarterly training that 
include detecting phishing scams and other  
potential attacks.

 ◃ Social networking best practices that include what not to 
share in social media and how to recognize social 
engineering.

 ◃ Instituting security policies for BYOD and enforce them.

 ◃ An open line of communication. Everyone with network 
access should be able to bring their concerns to IT or those 
in charge of security. All questions and comments should 
be taken seriously.

virtually unlimited access to information flowing through 
the infrastructure. You can detect an APT takeover in 
different ways, such as unusual login activity or large 
unplanned data transfers.

 ◃ Zero-day attacks come through vulnerabilities in a 
software program. Hackers rush to use these vulnerabilities 
before the hole is discovered and patched. To avoid a 
zero-day attack, experts urge users to deploy software 
patches as soon as they are offered, according to the firm 
Malwarebytes.

 ◃ Man in the Middle Attacks (MitM) are the kind that 
eavesdrop on communications so that the hacker can 
insert himself into the middle of these online conversations 
in order to gain information. For example, a MitM attack, 
as the experts at Veracode 19discuss, could hijack the 
transaction between a bank and a person making a 
financial transaction, and would then have access to 
account numbers, names and passwords.

 ◃ Malvertising and drive-by downloads are different types 
of attacks, but are similar in how the malicious actor takes 
over someone else’s website. Malware code is injected 
into the site, almost always without the owner’s realization. 
In a malvertising attack, the malware is downloaded when 
an infected ad is clicked on. Drive-by downloads, Fox 
Business20 notes, infect a system when someone just 
visits the site.

Ransomware

Ransomware is technically malware, but the attacks are 
becoming so sophisticated that it needs to be discussed as 
an individual attack vector. Ransomware takes data hostage 
by encrypting it and forcing the owner to pay a ransom within 
a certain number of days in order to receive the encryption 
key. A study by PhishMe 21found that in the first quarter of 
2016, 93 percent of phishing emails contained ransomware. 
If a board member accidentally clicks on a link or an attachment 
that is loaded with ransomware, it could infect the organization’s 
network and cost the organization hundreds to thousands 
of dollars to recover the data.
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Focus on Data, Not Networks

More security experts are recommending that organizations 
restructure the approach of protecting the network to 
protecting the data. Because there are now so many endpoints 
with access to sensitive data and much of that information is 
stored outside of an onsite server, traditional perimeter 
security methods are no longer as effective. This means 
thoroughly vetting third-party vendors, especially cloud 
providers, on how they protect data. Best practices for 
cybersecurity include:

 ◃ Encrypting data when at rest

 ◃ Using secure email options

 ◃ Deploying security tools for every endpoint, including 
smartphones and tablets

Use Technology Advancements

Technology can also improve security. By using a board 
portal, for example, communications and documents are 
encrypted and more difficult for potential hackers to steal. 
Board portals also give board members a single location 
from which to access information, so there are no worries 
that email or documents are stored on insecure or outdated 
systems, which are more vulnerable and lend themselves to 
great risk of exploitation.

National Security Agency Director Mike Rogers told the Wall 

Street Journal 22that it isn’t a matter of if your networks will 
be penetrated but when, and every organization, no matter 
its size, has to take cybersecurity more seriously.

Using a board portal makes communications and 
documents more difficult for hackers to steal.
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